Drug and Device Safety With QUOSA
Tracking Information professionals are expected to distribute timely and accurate scientific literature for internal and external customers from a vast number of resources. The challenges associated with sharing this information can be daunting. In addition, the process of managing literature search alerts to remain up-to-date can easily become a full-time job itself.

Meet QUOSA, an easily-accessible, copyright-compliant archive structure to service your literature management needs.

Working alongside information professionals at leading life science companies, QUOSA has developed a customizable end-to-end solution that can meet your most demanding scientific literature management needs without changing your existing workflows.

QUOSA HELPS YOU AUTOMATE THE PROCESS OF MONITORING AND TRIAGING ARTICLES IN A SCALABLE ENVIRONMENT

COLLECT FULL-TEXT LITERATURE:
Automate article alerts and de-duplicate your incoming content from most major providers (Embase, ScienceDirect PubMed, Scopus, and more)

ORGANIZE FULL-TEXT LITERATURE:
Consolidate and archive your content in a centralized repository

SHARE FULL-TEXT LITERATURE:
Allow users to find, view, and share full-text literature instantly via the web, email, or RSS alerts
KEY BENEFITS

Current awareness
Use alerts to stay current on product, market, and competitive developments.

Scalable central library
Store literature in a scalable and secure “cloud-based” environment.

Information from anywhere
The QUOSA library can be accessed from iPads, PCs, and Macs.

Better use of existing tools
Easily search services you already have access to, such as Embase, ScienceDirect, PubMed, OvidSP, and others.

Better use of time and money
Store and organize literature in a scalable and secure “cloud-based” environment.

Manage high volumes of content
QUOSA de-duplicates full-text articles and helps prevent purchasing the same article multiple times.